Orange shadows in the nighttime...
fill my dimly lit mind...

THE RISING STORM – Calm Before… (Sundazed) LP
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n the spring of 1967, six students
from Philips Academy, a prep
school in Andover, Massachusetts,
pooled their money and recorded
an album. The teenagers—Tony
Thompson (lead vocals, guitar),
Bob Cohan (lead guitar, vocals),
Todd Cohen (bass guitar, vocals),
Charlie Rockwell (keyboards, vocals), Rich Weinberg (guitar, harmonica, vocals), and Tom Scheft
(drums)—had been playing together for two years, first as the
Remnants, then the Rising Storm.
Now, in their graduating year, they
wanted to put together a musical
memento before they headed off to
college. A thousand dollars bought
them five days at Continental Recording Studios in Framingham
and a 500-run pressing of the album, which they duly sold to their
friends and classmates for $3.00
each.
Calm Before…The Rising Storm
was intended as little more than a
souvenir of their school days. But
it turned out to be so much more.
Unfettered by any commercial
constraints or musical ambitions
extending beyond the duration
of the remaining months of the
school year, the group created,
with a complete lack of self-consciousness, a perfect distillation
of their collective musical vision.
The Rising Storm were no teenage
fumblers, all the band members
were competent—and in some
cases quite accomplished—musicians and vocalists, with all the
necessary skills to execute their
vision at a high level. The song
choices were spot-on, too, a mixture of beyond-cool cover versions
(Remains, Love, Rockin’ Ramrods,
Them) and deathless original compositions; a balance of frenetic
rockers and delicate atmospheric
ballads. Perfection; really.
Above right: The Rising Storm,
1967. L to R: Bob Cohan, Charlie
Rockwell (back), Tom Scheft
(front), Tony Thompson, Todd
Cohen, Rich Weinberg.
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But back in 1967, nobody—
least of all the band members—
was remotely aware of having
created something of lasting significance or artistic value. It was
all for fun. Everyone went on with
their lives and careers, and the 500
souvenir LPs they’d had pressed in
the spring of 1967 were soon all
but forgotten. It wasn’t until the
early ‘80s that Calm Before began
to filter into the consciousness of
the record collecting community.
As word spread, copies began to
sell for hundreds of dollars, which
was unheard of at the time for a
completely unknown band. Before
long they were changing hands for
thousands.
I first heard the album in 1983
when it was reissued illicitly on
the French Eva label. That first
spin, an experience I shared with
my friend Carl Rusk, is still etched
vividly in my memory. We could
barely comprehend the greatness
of this record, an album that came
seemingly out of nowhere yet
cast such a powerful spell. Calm
Before…The Rising Storm quickly
became one of my favorite albums.
Decades later, it’s lost none of its
luster, continuing only to reveal
more facets of its special, unconstrained magic. I was never able
to afford an original copy, but in
1992 a legitimate reissue appeared
on the Stanton Park label in upgraded fidelity. I recently obtained
my third vinyl copy of this masterpiece, another upgrade, this
time from Sundazed, pressed on
high quality (unfortunately, snotcolored) vinyl, and in a handsome
gatefold jacket with new liner
notes and rare photos. For those
of us who can’t afford to shell out
for a stone mint original (assuming such a thing would even be
offered for sale at this point), this
is surely the definitive edition,
the one you’ll be playing for your
grandchildren as you carefully explain to them that one of the best
albums of 1967 was a prep school
souvenir known only to a few
hundred people in New England
at the time.
I recently interviewed the band
members about the making of their
extraordinary album. (Mike Stax)
The album opens with a storming version of the Remains’ “Don’t
Look Back.” Obviously they were
hugely popular in Massachu-

setts—were you fans?
TONY: In the summer of 1966,
a friend and I slipped into a Boston club. We were under drinking age and not supposed to be
there. The two of us had come to
see the Outsiders of “Time Won’t
Let Me” fame. The Outsiders were
the headliners that night and were
fantastic (“Time Won’t Let Me”
was added to the Rising Storm repertoire that coming fall). But the
other group performing that night,
the one that preceded the Outsiders and outshone them, was a
band that changed my perspective
on rock music forever—it was Barry and the Remains. They were a
revelation. Their music was wideranging and cutting edge. They
had unbelievable stage presence.
Barry Tashian played lead guitar
and sang lead while dancing like
a magician. From that point on, I
wanted to be Barry Tashian.
TOM: Back in the day, usually
on a Saturday, Phillips Academy
students could leave the school
grounds and mosey on down to
the town of Andover. There wasn’t
much to do, but there was a record
store with a booth, and you could
play albums to determine if you
wanted to buy them. One Saturday
Todd and I wandered into the store
and started thumbing through the
albums. I don’t remember which
one of us found the new Remains
album, but that moment was similar to discovering the Holy Grail.

We scrambled into the booth. We
listened to the first song, “Heart.”
Fantastic. We listened to the second tune. Outstanding. We listened to the third, “Don’t Look
Back.” When it finished, we both
looked at each other. Words were
unnecessary. Todd moved the needle so we could hear it again. And
when it finished, he moved the
needle back again.
After the third playing, we gathered up the album; Todd bought it
(I never had any money), and we
ran back to the dorm to play it
for the guys. I can’t imagine how
many times we played that album
during our Philips Academy days.
We added “Don’t Look Back” to
our playlist very quickly.
I love how you add part of another Remains song, “You’ve Got
A Hard Time Comin’” to the end
section.
TOM: The Remains were
skilled at revising and transforming the songs they covered, and
they had a huge influence on us,
as well as a zillion other bands
in the New England area. To pay
homage to them, we not only took
their ending, but we extended it
and had it morph into a Yardbirdsstyle rave-up.
RICH: We loved modifying the
songs we covered (why sound exactly like the original?), so adding
the Kinks-style riff from “You Got
a Hard Time Coming” to the end of
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“Don’t Look Back” was a natural.

the pressed albums, we opened
one and started listening. When
“Frozen Laughter” began, we were
completely surprised by “Honey,
is that you?” Upon further investigation, we found out that it was
John’s wife who had overdubbed
it. As they say, the rest is history!

TOM: Tony once said that, as a
teen, he thought of the Remains as
the “cool big brother,” and we, the
Storm, were like the little brother,
constantly looking up to and trying
to be like the older sibling. That’s
an appropriate simile. Their music
and their work ethic pushed us to
be better, to be more creative.
I think your versions of the
two Rockin’ Ramrods songs,
“Mr Wind” and “Bright Lit Blue
Skies,” are actually superior to
theirs. What inspired you to cover
these two songs?
RICH: Some of us saw the Ramrods and Remains play live in Boston at venues like Where It’s At
and the Boston Tea Party, during
(rare) weekends away from Andover. We listened to their records
constantly in our dorm rooms.
TODD: “Bright Lit Blue Skies”
and “Mr Wind” are my two favorite songs on the album. We spent a
lot of time in our dorm listening to
the Ramrods, a great Boston band.
Like all the songs we covered, we
learned the original versions of
“Bright Lit” and “Mr Wind” then
reworked them to make them our
own. We sped up the tempo on
“Bright Lit” and slowed it down
slightly on “Mr Wind.” An even
bigger change was to fuse the
Ramrods’ rock beat in both songs
with a jazz rhythm and flavor of
our own. I still love the Ramrods’
original versions of both songs,
but I like ours better.
Your version of “A Message
to Pretty” is an extremely cool
choice for 1967, and you do it
beautifully. Was Love a big influence on your sound? I can hear
strong echoes of them in some of
your original songs—the chord
choices, etc.
RICH: Love was an inspiration
to us, and their album enjoyed

TODD: With his customary
gentility, Charlie is understating
our collective reaction the first
time we heard the introduction to
“Frozen Laughter.” Charlie immediately gasped, “The horror! The
horror!” It scarred him for life; he
has never recovered.
heavy rotation on our record players. We later covered two other
songs from this album: “Little Red
Book” on our 1983 album Live
Again at Andover and “Signed DC”
on our 1999 album Second Wind.
TONY: “A Message to Pretty” is
my favorite song on Calm Before.
Rich’s harmonica is otherworldly.
Let’s talk about some of the
originals. Bob, please tell me
about the inspiration for “To LN/
Who Doesn’t Know.” Who was LN
and what didn’t she know?
BOB: LN was my girlfriend
from home. We corresponded by
mail and saw each other on the
rare occasions that students were
allowed to go home (two weekends per semester—Thanksgiving, Xmas, etc). Long distance
relationships are tough at any age.
In high school they are agonizing.
I worried about losing her but never shared that with her. Instead I
poured my worry into song. I had
no formal musical training, so
I made the chords up to suit my
mood. The song was recorded on a
friend’s 12-string guitar. LN and I
broke up that summer, and I guess
I dodged a bullet. Last I heard she
was on her fourth marriage.
“I’m Coming Home,” which
is credited to the entire band, is
a great rocker. Any particular
memories of writing or recording
that song.
RICH:
The
music and lyrics
for “I’m Coming
Home” were written by Caleb Warren, the group’s
original
lead
singer. However,
the original lyrics
were far too raun-
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chy to perform in public, so the
group modified the lyrics, and in
the process reworked the chords
of the chorus. The result was a
true group effort.
Tony, your song “Frozen
Laughter” is my favorite track
on the album. It’s stunning. “Orange shadows in the nighttime
fill my dimly lit mind…” is such
an arresting, poetic opening line.
Would you mind giving some insights into the meaning?
TONY: The first word of “Frozen Laughter”’s opening line came
from Arthur Lee’s “Orange Skies,”
a song on Love’s incredible Da
Capo album. The verse itself is
about an evening at the drive-in
spent with my girlfriend of the
previous summer. We had filled
a glass bottle with orange juice
and vodka and were doing what
teenagers do. When not in use, the
flask was kept perched above the
dashboard, and from time to time
the movie projector’s light reflected against it. When writing “Frozen Laughter,” I was remembering
that night—and that light, as it
filtered through the liquid in the
glass container, casting an orange
glow on the car’s inside surfaces.
“Honey, is that you?”—who is
that at the beginning of the song?
CHARLIE: We’d booked a fixed
number of days for the session
(five, I think) as we were on school
break and had limited resources.
While recording “Frozen Laughter,” we ran out of time. Tony’s
original intent was to have a girl
say, very faintly, “Henry, is that
you?” He explained that to our
engineer, John Flynn, who said he
understood and would take care
of it. No worries. We left the session excited about the whole process and what we’d accomplished.
Some weeks later, upon receiving

TONY: “Henry, is that you?”
arose from a waking dream I had
on one of the mornings I spent at
home during the band’s week-long
recording session for Calm Before.
In the dream, I heard the muffled,
indistinct voice of a woman. She
sounded nearby, though outdoors,
as if speaking through a mist. She
was not alarmed, but she was certainly concerned. The way the
phrase came out on Calm Before
almost ruined the album for me.
The entire atmosphere on that
song is just so haunting and magical. Could you give us an idea
on how it was put together—the
instrumentation, effects, and the
production techniques?
TONY: The song grew out of a
motif written as a two-finger guitar part that I had worked on for
months. Charlie simplified and
clarified the theme for the organ,
double-tracking it while employing flute and reed settings. John
Flynn, our sound engineer, applied ample reverb in the mix, on
the organ and especially on the
vocals. You can hear the reverb,
as well, when Bob switches from
acoustic to electric guitar for the
bridge. The song has no percussion, which distinguishes it from
most music on rock albums. These
days, I keep telling Tom that I
wanted his drums in the song but
that he turned me down. Tom remembers it differently, saying that
I’m the one who decided. In any
event, “Frozen Laughter” now features the drums whenever we play
it.
“She Loved Me” is another
standout. Any particular memories about that song?
TONY: I remember that Bob
and I wanted to write a fast song
together. Our two slow, sad originals for the album needed coun-
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terbalancing. Bob wrote the lyrics
and his unforgettable fuzz guitar
part. I came up with the bass riff
performed by Todd, as well as my
rhythm guitar accompaniment.
Beyond that, memory fades. But
I’m sure that Charlie would have
written his stellar organ break, and
Tom his driving, rock-steady drum
part. Rich and I contributed the
backing vocals.
BOB: Well, the complexities of
Tony’s rhythm guitar and Todd’s
intricate bass made it hard to find
a lead riff that glued it all together. It was simplistic, yes, but it
worked.
Rich, please tell me about writing “The Rain Falls Down.” What
inspired the lyrics and how did
you go about creating the right atmosphere with the arrangement
and production?
RICH: The only time we got to
see the opposite sex at Andover
was at Sunday morning religious
services, when girls from nearby
Abbott Academy would join us
for a few hours. Escorting the
girls back to Abbott was the only
chance we had for a social life. I
hit it off with an Abbott girl, and
for months we sent long letters
back and forth to each other. It
was the closest thing to having a
girlfriend I had experienced, and I
was elated.
One day, the letters abruptly
stopped coming, and my efforts
to find out what (if anything) I
had done wrong were to no avail.
I was devastated, and expressed
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my melancholy by penning “The
Rain Falls Down.” At the time, I
had been experimenting with jazz
guitar chords, and constructed the
melody around unusual phrasings
(Em7add9, Cm7b13, Dm7add11,
F6/D, etc) that gave the song harmonic complexity.
At the recording session, everyone in the group contributed their
musical talents to complete the
song. Tom added subtle percussion using drumsticks on a set of
bongos; Todd added a strong bass
line; Charlie (who was the only
one who had had a formal musical
education, and actually knew the
names of the weird chords I was
playing) echoed the guitar on keyboard; Bob created a psychedelicflavored guitar bridge by using
a glass ashtray as an improvised
slide; and Tony added his distinctive vocals.
Final question: I know you
made the album strictly as a vanity project for yourselves and your
limited circle of friends and fans
at the school. While you were
making it, though, did you ever
think for a moment that maybe
you were creating music that was
actually transcending that limited ambition and could maybe
reach a wider audience?
RICH: Never, ever, in our wildest transcendental dreams, for a
single moment. The appeal of the
Rising Storm over the past five
decades is an ongoing, wondrous,
cosmic mystery and gift! •
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